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In 1986 the original EB 300 was a revelation to Europe. A personal project of Georg von Blanquet, owner of Gaggenau and passionate private chef, this enigmatic, brilliant and cavernous oven was inspired by the substantial American range cookers. Expanded to a revolutionary 90 cm width, the oven was a design statement that transformed the kitchen and became an almost instant icon and favourite of private chefs. Such was its avant-garde design that little was changed over the next three decades.

To coincide with our 333rd year, a thorough, yet respectful redesign was initiated. The result is the EB 333, an accentuation of what makes this oven so distinctive. The famously substantial door becomes even greater: in the tradition of uncompromising materials and craftsmanship, it is covered with a single solid piece of 3 mm stainless steel. The horizontal lines of the ventilation underline the purist aesthetic. As heavy as the door of a Smart car, it is perfectly engineered to feel reassuringly weighty, yet effortlessly manageable. With a deft, soft, self-close mechanism and improved A energy rating, the impressive oven has become both effortless and virtuous.

Needless to say, the protruding front and the blue enamel remain, its soul is preserved. The black rotary knobs are a special accessory. Part of the latest TFT touch display, they allow intuitive, precise heat management with minimal visual distraction. The addition of the latest technology ensures the oven is, as always, ahead of its time.

For further information refer to the publication “The models and dimensions” or www.gaggenau.com.
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